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Dr. William “Bill” Morton-
Smith was born on March 16, 
1948, in New York, New York. 
He and his sister, Adrienne, 
were raised in the city by their 
parents, Katrina and  James. Bill 
attended The Buckley School, St. 
Mark’s Preparatory School and 
the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill. He completed his 
medical degree at the University 
of Southern California.

While on medical rotation in London, Bill was set up on 
a blind date with his future wife, Rhodabel. After a long-
distance relationship,  Rho and Bill were wed in Gargrave, 
Rho’s hometown in Yorkshire, England. After Bill completed 
his residency at Huntington Memorial Hospital in Pasadena, 
California, the couple moved to Santa Barbara, where Bill 
would live for the next 35 years. Bill and Rho had three 
children: Timothy, Nicholas and Emma.

 “Dr. Bill,” as most knew him, ran a private medical practice 
for 20 years. As Santa Barbara’s medical community would 
tell you, Bill was an exceptional physician who cared for his 
patients with the utmost excellence and deepest compassion.  
In 2001, he closed his practice and, after Rho’s passing, he 
shifted his focus to volunteer and humanitarian work, locally 
and around the world.

Several decades ago, I got a call from Bill asking me to 
come to his home to view his coin collection. His collection 
contained a complete set of Proof Liberty nickels, various 
other U.S. sets, colonial coinage, large cents, and half cents 
that he had inherited.  Bill was interested in the value of the 
coins and wished to discuss having them certified, as he had 
researched the best way to handle coins.

I spent hours at his house examining the collection. All the 
while we talked about numismatics and he told me the story 
of how the coins came into his possession.  The story begins 
with Bill’s inheritance of an antique desk that had belonged to 
his grandfather, William Spaulding.

William Spaulding belonged to a prominent Boston family. 
He amassed great wealth mainly through his partnership in 
the Nash, Spaulding & Co. sugar refining company. He also 
held important positions in other businesses, including as 
a director with Boston Consolidated Gas Co. and a trustee 
with Suffolk Saving Bank. The Spauldings lived in a mansion 
at 99 Beacon Street and they had a passion for acquiring art.  

Dr. William “Bill” Morton-Smith

Their donation of 6000 Japanese prints to Boston’s Museum 
of Fine Art in the early 1920s is an important part of that 
Museum’s collection.

Bill continued his story by telling me that he was inspect-
ing the desk’s drawers and compartments one day when he 
opened up a compartment and discovered the coins.  He 
was stunned that the coins had not been found before! He 
said this find transformed him from someone with a casual 
interest in coins into a true collector.

I advised Bill to submit the set of Liberty nickels to PCGS 
along with other highlights from his collection.  He did so 
and we were both happy with the results.  After he received 
the graded coins, he remarked that his only complete set was 
the Liberty nickels.  I pointed out that he was missing the 
1913 date, a very rare coin that would make his set complete.  
It was then that Bill asked me to find a 1913 Liberty nickel to 
finish his collection.  We eventually acquired one – the Gem 
Proof example being offered in this auction.

Bill and I became good friends and met regularly for lunch. 
We would talk about coins, old cars, the stock market, and 
various topics of the day.  He developed his knowledge of nu-
mismatics and obtained more rare coins for his collection.  
He always looked forward to going to the Long Beach coin 
show and would usually bring a special coin from his collec-
tion to show to other collectors.

 In addition to coins, he also inherited and purchased other 
fine antiques and collectibles, which he loved to display to 
family and friends. He hosted dinner parties where he would 
feature a coin or an item from one of his other collections, or 
a guest would bring an interesting piece to share.  I enjoyed 
attending a few of these gatherings. I recall one party where a 
guest brought a cased set of Colt Revolvers and another party 
where a special, old bottle of French wine was the showpiece.   

Bill was devoted to his family, to his patients and to his 
humanitarian work. He was also a collecting enthusiast who 
truly appreciated the historical importance and artistry of 
numismatics.

Ron Gillio
Numismatic Acquisitions Coordinator
Stack’s Bowers Galleries
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In the two plus decades since that time, rarities have become 
more appreciated than ever and have been featured at conven-
tions and other events, often drawing crowds. In this venue, the 
1913 Liberty Head nickel has always been a shining beacon. The 
offered example is the finest of the fine, the rarest of the rare. Its 
pedigree can be traced to some of the most important names in nu-
mismatics, including Louis E. Eliasberg. Sr., who formed the only 
complete collection of United States coins by date and mintmark, 
and Col. E.H.R. Green, whose collection was one of the greatest 
ever formed. It is the ultimate 1913 Liberty Head nickel and may 
well be the most famous rare coin in existence.  

Fame
This coin, pictured on the cover of the 2nd edition of The 100 
Greatest American Coins, by Jeff Garrett and Ron Guth, is a national 
treasure. It is unique as to grade and pedigree. Likely, there is no 
more famous single coin in existence anywhere!
Perhaps the closest runner up in the famous rarity category is the 
1804 silver dollar, of which 15 are known, divided between private 
collections and museums. While other American coins may be 
rarer, these two have had the lion’s share of publicity over the years, 
far eclipsing whatever the third candidate for fame might be. 
Today, Stack’s Bowers Galleries is honored to again present the 
Eliasberg 1913 Liberty Head nickel at public auction. It comes to us 
from the family of Dr. William Morton-Smith, an old-time collector 
whose numismatic interests were spurred by a remarkable discovery. 
Dr. William Morton-Smith (Bill) hailed from an old-time Boston 
family whose passion for collecting goes back generations. As in 
any family, certain heirlooms pass down through the generations 
and in this particular circumstance, a beautiful antique Colonial 
desk was inherited by Bill. As he was combing through the desk 
discovering its many features, he came across a compartment that 
housed a coin collection consisting of colonial coins, half cents, 
large cents, a complete set of Proof Liberty Head nickels (without 
the 1913) and much more. These had once belonged to his grand-
father. Bill was amazed that the coins had been in the desk all this 
time. He determined to learn all he could about them and add to 
the collection. He spent decades adding important rarities to the 
collection, which had been started generations before. A connois-
seur at heart, he pursued other collectibles, all of which he enjoyed 
sharing with others.

Lot #1096
 1913 Liberty Head nickel. Proof-66 (PCGS) CAC. By far 
the finest of only five struck, of which two are in museums. 
The Dr. William Morton-Smith/Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. 
Collection specimen. 
The coin has a glittering mirror surface and is the only specimen 
with this characteristic. A small planchet lamination is at the rim. 
This 1913 Liberty Head nickel has been widely acclaimed and has 
been seen by more people and has been featured in more exhibi-
tions than any other. Writing about this coin in 1956 as part of its 
showcasing in his collection booklet or program for “An Exhibition 
of the World’s Foremost Collection of United States Coins,” Louis 
E. Eliasberg, Sr. noted in part:
“Apparently, only five specimens of the Liberty Head type were 
struck in 1913.… This is regarded as the finest Proof specimen.”
Of the five pieces struck, the Olsen coin (No. 4 in the registry below) 
is considered to be the second finest, with lustrous (not reflective) 
surfaces; over the years this has been graded from MS-60 to Proof-
64. Or perhaps the Smithsonian coin (No. 3) is the second best (as 
Eric P. Newman considered it to be when he owned it), followed by 
the Walton coin (No. 2), and then, by a long distance, the worn, cir-
culated McDermott coin (No. 5), now a showpiece in the American 
Numismatic Association Museum in Colorado Springs. 

Numismatic History is Made
It was over two decades ago in 1996 when the writer had the privi-
lege of cataloging the coin we offer here today, when it was sold as 
part of the Eliasberg Collection. The multi-page description con-
cluded with:

THE WORLD IN WAIT-All eyes in the numismatic world will be 
awaiting who will be the next owner of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. 
specimen of the 1913 Liberty Head nickel, the finest known example 
of a dazzling rarity whose fame seems to increase as each year goes by.

As auctioneer, I called out the starting bid, then took the coin up, 
and up some more, as several bidder paddles went into the air. In 
no time at all the prized nickel crossed the $1 million mark, then 
beyond, setting a world record for a rare coin at auction.  Excite-
ment broke out with standing applause and camera flashes. For the 
next 10 to 15 minutes the room was up for grabs as everyone talked 
about this unique moment in coin auction history!

The Finest Known 1913 Liberty Head Nickel
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Introduction
I’ve always enjoyed the 1913 Liberty Head nickel. By enjoyed I 

mean I have appreciated its lore and lure, the element of naughti-
ness some associate with its unrecorded production, the hyperbole 
and hoopla that is bound to occur when one is offered for sale, and 
all of the other things that go into making this an American icon.

Basically, five examples are known to exist, of which one (the 
presently offered Eliasberg coin) has deeply reflective Proof 
surfaces. The others have a more satiny finish, making this one 
outstanding among the five known not only for condition, but 
potentially for technical details of manufacture as well. Eric P. 
Newman suggests that one coin was made on a planchet intended 
for a Proof, and the others were made on ordinary planchets 
(communication to the author, July 31, 2005). In any event, the 
obverse die is the same on all coins. Now, the history.…

It was not until 1972 and the publicity surrounding the 
purchase by John Hamrick and his World-Wide Coin Co. of the 
Olsen Collection specimen (later in the Hydeman 
Collection) for $100,000, that widespread numis-
matic interest was attracted to the 1913 Liberty Head 
nickel. In the same transaction an 1804 dollar was 
sold to World-Wide, the agent being Abe Kosoff, 
acting for owner Edwin Hydeman.

Over the years many articles have been written 
about the 1913 nickel, such as “is it an official issue?” 
Lee F. Hewitt, a fine friend (my firm sold his numis-
matic estate later), edited and published the Numis-
matic Scrapbook Magazine. If anything, Hewitt was 
a realist, a “prove it to me” type of person. In March 
1958 he wrote this:

Various stories have circulated concerning issuance of 
the 1913 nickels, but actual proof of the circumstances sur-
rounding their leaving the Mint has never been document-
ed. As coinage of the Buffalo type did not commence until February 
21, 1913, the Mint had almost two months to strike the Liberty head 
type and supply all the demand from collectors, had the Mint been so 
inclined. Years ago some  collectors felt that the Mint was unethical in 
striking a few pieces instead of including both types in the 1913 Proof 
set, therefore the coin did not bring a price commensurate with its 
rarity. In addition to the five 1913 Liberty head pieces, there is a 1913 
Buffalo nickel in copper, and the Farouk catalogue, lot number 2029, 
listed a 1913 Buffalo without artist’s initials. Obviously, special pieces 
were struck at the Mint and made available to collectors. 

Stories  boil down to three main versions:
(1) They were struck to exchange for coins needed for the Mint 

Collection.
(2) A coiner at the Mint privately struck the pieces which years later 

found their way onto the numismatic market. This is what happened 
with the earlier-mentioned special 1913 Buffalo nickels and certain 
other rarities—1915 Panama-Pacific gold dollars without the S 
mintmark, pattern 1916 Standing Liberty quarters, Proof 1921 Morgan 
dollars, Proofs of a number of commemorative half dollars, and more.

(3) They were struck exclusively for a wealthy collector.
Regardless of the “why” of issue, under standard Mint practices of 

the period all that was necessary for those who were responsible for 

their striking was to pay the Proof and Medal Fund eight cents for 
each coin and walk out of the Mint building with them.

In the September 1963 issue of the Numismatic Scrapbook 
Magazine Hewitt further commented, “unless the order for the 
Buffalo nickel design was received in mid-summer of 1912, the 
engraving department probably changed the 1912 hub to 1913 as 
a matter of routine, and the five specimens of the 1913 Liberty 
Head nickel are die trials.”

Numismatists and the Nickels
I’ve been involved one way or another in the sale or transfer of 

four of the five famous nickels. The last person to own all five at 
once, Eric P. Newman, was a fine friend for years, and was the first 
honorary member of the Rittenhouse Society. Stephen K. Nagy, 
who also owned the five nickels, but at an earlier date, was also a 
friend and acquaintance – eager to share with me stories of rarities 
in the 1950s, when I began in-depth interviews with old-timers.

Among these was B. Max Mehl, for whom the 
1913 was a stock-in-trade asset of sorts, although 
he did not own one, a will-o-the-wisp of a coin 
that he advertised for in the 1920s, continuing 
into the Depression years of the 1930s – using 
radio (a relatively new medium at the time), 
Sunday supplements, magazines, and newspa-
pers. My gosh, to a lucky finder Mehl would pay 
handsomely for such a nickel. The idea of finding 
an ordinary nickel in pocket change and learning 
that Mehl was set to send a check for it was end-
lessly exciting.

In 1928 Mehl was interviewed for Bunker’s 
Monthly, the narrative of which introduced him 
as the leading rare coin dealer in the United 
States, then went on to say:

The preponderance of the fine collections of rare coins disposed 
of in the United States during the past 10 years have been bought 
and sold by him. Last year he handled a total of more than 30,000 
shipments, and his operations extended to practically every country 
in the world. During the busier six months of the year the volume of 
his mail is such as to stand second or third in the Fort Worth Post 
Office, and year in and year out he ranks fourth or fifth. Last year 
he received more than 275,000 inquiries. A little book on rare coins, 
which he publishes, and which retails for $1, has had an average 
circulation of 70,000 copies a year for the past five years, and since 
it first appeared 20 years ago more than a million copies have been 
sold. And yet, Mr. Mehl has always lived in Fort Worth.…

Recently I spent a delightful afternoon with him, during the 
course of which I learned much about rare coins, but very little about 
himself. For, like most men who have attained genuine distinction 
through personal achievement, he is extremely modest and unas-
suming. His place of business is in the combination store and apart-
ment building of which he is the owner, and its floor space is distant 
from the business section. And yet here he conducts a business that 
averages more than a quarter of a million dollars a year, and during 
the busy season he employs about 40 people.… I asked him about the 
dictum that all old coins are not rare, and all rare coins are not old.

The Story of the 1913 Liberty Head Nickel
A History and Appreciation

by Q. David Bowers

B. Max Mehl
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Brown. The title of his position was changed from “storekeeper” to 
“clerk” on July 1, 1910, but the duties and pay remained the same. 
Perhaps this was a de facto demotion, for on January 27, 1910, 
Director of the Mint A. Piatt Andrew wrote this to Philadelphia 
Mint Superintendent John H. Landis, concerning poor quality 
gloves Brown had purchased for adjusters and other employees 
who handled coins: “I could call your attention to the importance 
of selecting someone more competent to fill the position of store-
keeper than Samuel W. Brown, the present incumbent.” (From 
Mint correspondence; citation furnished by Roger W. Burdette.)

Stephen K. Nagy
Stephen K. Nagy, a Philadelphia resident, had joined the ANA 

in 1905. Nagy had close ties to the Mint and was involved, among 
other things, in the private purchase from certain Mint officials of 
restrikes and other delicacies from years earlier, including many 
Gobrecht silver dollars of the 1836-1839 period. In partnership 
with John W. Haseltine (the Mint’s secret funnel for bringing 
patterns and other numismatic delicacies into the marketplace), 
Nagy had wide experience, dating back to the 1890s, in the under-
ground movement of rare coins. In addition, now and again, he 
had copy dies made to create rarities, such as $5 pieces bearing the 
imprint of the Massachusetts & California Company, 1849, and 
Templeton Reid “trial pieces” of gold coins dated 1830, struck on 
U.S. large cents, typically of the Draped Bust type. (Several differ-
ent $10 and $25 pieces are described and illustrated by Donald 
Kagin, Private Gold Coins and Patterns of the United States, p. 378; 
it being his opinion that the dies were original as made for Reid in 
the 1830s, but not used until many decades later when Nagy had 
impressions struck.)

Relative to Nagy’s presence in the coin market in the early 20th 
century, the July 1909 issue of The Numismatist reported on the 
sale to William H. Woodin of two different unique varieties of 
1877 pattern $50 pieces struck in gold, that had been acquired by 
Nagy and Haseltine.

A furor arose, and the government seized the $50 coins. Woodin 
obtained as a “refund” from Haseltine and Nagy ‘’several crates’’ of 
other United States pattern coins. Presumably these other patterns 
came from ‘’connections” at the Mint. The same $50 coins are 
believed to have been part of the Mint Cabinet earlier, but had 
been traded away in the late 19th-century, going to none other 
than Haseltine. 

“I’ll give you an example,” he replied. “Some time ago I advertised 
that I would pay $50 for a 1913 Liberty Head nickel. Not a Buffalo 
nickel, you understand, but a Liberty Head nickel of that date. The au-
thorities of the United States Mint will tell you that there is no record 
of such a coin ever having been made. But I know that some were 
made, for I have had them in my hands and examined them closely. 
And it is not the first time coins have been minted without any record 
having been kept of them. However, the point I am making in answer 
to your question is that this coin, which is only 15 years old, is worth 
1,000 times its face value. Whereas you can buy coins that are 2,000 
years old for 25 cents.”

To Mehl the numismatic world and all coin people were inter-
esting and endlessly exciting. Now, to the nickel itself:

Only five are believed to have been made, and five are known 
today.  As to the details of production, these will forever remain 
unknown—as can be said for hundreds of other rarities, including 
over 1,000 different pattern varieties made at the Mint in the 19th 
century. Here is my theory: 

Samuel W. Brown
On December 18, 1903, Samuel W. Brown, a Pennsylvanian, 

joined the staff of the Philadelphia Mint as a “helper, for $2.90 
per day. On September 26, 1904, he was promoted to the post of 
assistant curator of the Mint Collection, salary $1,000 per year, a 
position that historically permitted great latitude in acquiring as 
well as deaccessioning coins. Examples of these practices abound. 
In October 1886 the editor of the American Journal of Numismat-
ics commented that curator Patterson DuBois had been exchang-
ing duplicates of rare colonials for some gold coins the collection 
lacked, such trades being rumored as “far more profitable to the 
dealer than the government.” In the 1890s curator R.A. McClure 
traded or sold the two different 1877 pattern $50 gold coins, each 
unique, to local dealer John W. Haseltine (today they are treasures 
of the Smithsonian Institution).

In 1905, T. Louis Comparette was named as curator, seemingly 
diminishing Brown’s importance with the collection. In 1906 in 
“On the Utility of a Cabinet of Historic Coins,” The Numismatist, 
March 1906, Comparette described the Mint Cabinet, as it was 
often designated:

The cabinet began with a small collection of Proof pieces and 
some of the more interesting foreign coins that had been sent in as 
bullion, which the coiner, Adam Eckfeldt, had preserved. This small 
collection, for many years under the oversight of the Assay Depart-
ment, has been augmented from time to time by purchases out of a 
small fund allowed by Congress and by donations until the number 
is about 15,000 pieces, and includes many rare and scientifically im-
portant specimens.

Samuel W. Brown was proposed for membership in the 
American Numismatic Association in the April 1906 issue of The 
Numismatist, sponsored by Stephen K. Nagy and Dr. George F. 
Heath, and became member no. 808. In 1908 the ANA Conven-
tion was held in Philadelphia, with Brown as one of the registrants. 
With his curatorship, ANA membership, and seeming ties with 
Nagy, it can be assumed that he was a knowledgeable numismatist 
familiar with the hobby and those who were active in it. 

Brown was promoted to storekeeper at the Mint at $1,200 per 
year, effective February 1, 1907, with a salary increase to $1,400 
on March 2, 1908. This was a position that might have been used 
for personal advantage, for it involved purchasing supplies for the 
Mint. No account has been located of any improper actions by The third building housing the United States Mint in Philadelphia.
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Alternatively from R. Coulton Davis, May 1886, in The 
Coin Collector’s Journal: “Of these extraordinary patterns 
one specimen only of each variety was struck in gold for 
the cabinet of the U.S. Mint, but owing to the lack of ap-
propriation they were rejected and melted up by the super-
intendent and coiner” (courtesy of David W. Akers, United 
States Gold Patterns, 1975, p. 41).

Nagy stated that these were held by the curator of the 
Mint Collection, if not in the cabinet itself, and were 
traded or sold to Haseltine in the early 1890s. This would 
square with a 1909 account in The Numismatist:

The piece [singular] in the Mint was originally represented 
by a gold specimen, but some 10 or more years ago, the one 
in charge of the cabinet at the time considered $50 too much 
to be confined in one specimen, when he could have the type 
duplicated in copper. The Mint specimen is said to have been 
sold to the bullion department and melted up, and the proceeds of it 
used to purchase a lot of very ordinary Spanish and Mexican dollars.

The preceding account would seem to have several flaws, in-
cluding that in the 1890s the curator of the Mint Collection could 
have a copper restrike made up at will, and that at least one coin, 
owned by the Mint Collection, was “sold” and the Mint Collec-
tion curator bought a “lot of very ordinary Spanish and Mexican 
dollars,” certainly a strange thing to do. The truth went to the 
grave with Haseltine. (Also see David W. Akers, United States Gold 
Patterns, 1975, pp. 41, 43.)

In any event, Haseltine and partner Nagy moved easily in the 
inner circles of Mint officials and had access to coins and infor-
mation seemingly not available to others. Through both of them 
many rarities first reached the market, sometimes with improb-
able or unverifiable stories attached, two being the 1884 and 1885 
trade dollars.

Busy Times in 1912 and 1913
In 1912 certain activity in the Philadelphia Mint centered on 

designs for the Indian Head style five-cent piece being finalized 
by James Earle Fraser, a new motif scheduled for circulation in 
1913. By December 1912 Fraser, following much experimenta-
tion, had evolved a design depicting an Indian on the obverse and 
a buffalo (actually a bison) on the reverse. While some modifica-
tions remained to be done, Mint and Treasury officials were satis-
fied with the new motif. On December 13, 1912, Mint Director 
George E. Roberts instructed the Philadelphia staff: “Do nothing 
about five-cent coinage for 1913 until the new designs are ready 
for use.’’ On that same day the last Liberty Head nickel dated 1912 
was struck at the Philadelphia Mint.

However, certain dies and hubs for the 1913 coinage remained 
on hand as late as February 24, 1913, as evidenced by this cor-
respondence from Philadelphia Mint Superintendent John H. 
Landis to Director Roberts:

Now that the new design five-cent nickel piece has been approved, 
would it not be well to destroy the dies and hubs of the 1912 design. 
The engraver has on hand a lot of working dies made for this mint 
and those sent to San Francisco and returned.

If it is your opinion that these dies and hubs should be destroyed, 
I would thank you for authority to have this done. [Mint correspon-
dence courtesy of Roger W. Burdette]

In the meantime, numismatist Samuel W. Brown continued 
his duties as storekeeper-clerk at the Mint, with ready access to 
all facilities.

No record of any kind has been located about 1913-dated 
Liberty Head nickels having been produced, but a few years 
later the coins themselves proved that some were struck. The 
absence of a record means little in the annals of the Philadelphia 
Mint. There is, for example, no official record at all for the vast 
majority of the thousands of pattern coins struck from 1859 to 
1885, these accounting for over 90% of the patterns made for 
sale to collectors.

Brown in North Tonawanda
On November 14, 1913, Brown resigned from his Mint duties, 

giving as a reason that he wanted to start his own business, and 
soon moved to North Tonawanda, New York. There he joined 
Wayne Fahnestock in the operation of the Frontier Chocolate 
Factory, a regional enterprise housed in a modest-size three-story 
brick building on Payne Avenue in the same city. The business was 
important enough that Curt Teich, America’s leading publisher of 
picture postcards, issued a card showing it, complete with a sporty 
convertible roadster parked next to the factory. 

Later, he was a partner in the Pierce-Brown Company, on River 
Road, at least until 1924. Along the way he became a man of com-
fortable means, an active Mason in Sutherland Lodge No. 826, and 
a pillar in local society. In 1932 and 1933 he served as mayor of 
that city, but failed in a later reelection bid. He was active in the 
Republican Party for many years, extending into the early 1940s.

While in North Tonawanda, Samuel Brown received presiden-
tial appointments to serve on the Assay Commissions of February 
14, 1923, and February 13, 1924, seemingly reflecting his continu-
ing close connections with both the Mint and politicos, and their 
admiration and respect for him, for this was a rare honor. Nu-
mismatist Farran Zerbe was also on the 1923 commission, and 
numismatist Ambrose Swasey served in 1924. Chief Engraver 
George T. Morgan was on both, ex officio. No doubt there is more 
to this scenario than can be figured out at the present late date.

Returning to 1913, the Assay Commission met on February 
12. Numismatist James H. Manning, of Albany, was chairman, 
and among the members were well-known collectors Judson 
Brenner and Ambrose Swasey. Reviewed were the coins struck 
in precious metals, gold and silver, in the preceding year, 1912. 

Samuel Brown and his 1919 ad in The Numismatist.
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Soon afterward, five 1913 Liberty Head nickels were in the 
hands of Stephen K. Nagy, of Philadelphia. They were fitted 
into a leather case (later owned by Eric P. Newman), who de-
scribed it:

There were 8 coin holes in two horizontal rows in the specially 
prepared leather case with celluloid sliding strips on both sides of 
the inner hinged panel. The case contained the 5 Liberty Head 1913 
nickels; one Indian Type I without the F for Fraser; one Indian Type 
II in nickel like the normal strike (which I still have); and the Indian 
Type II in a primarily copper composition (which I still have) which 
has been analyzed by two metallurgical firms. If the case had been 
made early in 1913 it would have had only 5 holes but since it has 8 
it had to have been made after late 1913 when Type II Indian nickels 
were struck. (Communication to the author, July 31, 2005.)

A Most Curious Meeting Report
Gloria Peters and Cynthia Mohon, in The Complete Guide to 

Shield & Liberty Head Nickels, state on p. 164: 
Just for the record there is mention of a coin club meeting—possibly 

in December 1919—at which Vernon Sheldon, Ira S. Reed, and Boyer 
were present, and Brown displayed all five of the 1913 nickels.

I have no further information concerning this alleged meeting, 
but question whether it ever took place, although I have an open 
mind should evidence be presented. For starters, The Numisma-
tist, October 1948, carried a biography of Sheldon, indicating that 
in 1919 he was still a teenager, and that he did not become a nu-
mismatist until 1924:

At the convention of the ANA in Columbus [August 1938], M. 
Vernon Sheldon was elected general secretary, succeeding Harry T. 
Wilson, who had served in that capacity since the Montreal con-
vention of 1923. Mr. Sheldon was born in Escanaba, Michigan on 
October 20, 1901. He attended Montcalm Grammar School and 
Barry County High School.

As to Ira Reed, in the early 1930s he was known as a seller of 
Indian artifacts and relics in Sellersville, Pennsylvania. Later in 
the decade he moved to Philadelphia and became prominent in 
coins. In 1919 he would have been in his early twenties. According 
to his own account, he was not active in rare coins until the 1930s 
(Treasury Department report dated May 12, 1944, in connection 
with Reed’s activities with the rare 1933 double eagle). On the 
evening of Tuesday, August 19, 1941, in Philadelphia, he conduct-
ed the American Numismatic Association Convention auction. 

He remained in professional numismatics until 1954, in which 
year he held his last auction just seven weeks before his death at 
age 60. I never had the pleasure of meeting Reed.

As an overview, in 1919 Boyer was in Chicago, neither Sheldon 
nor Reed are known to have been numismatists at that time, and 
Brown was in North Tonawanda, New York. The likelihood of 
their confluence at a coin club meeting on a cold winter day in 
December 1919 seems to be very remote.

Nagy to Raymond to Green
After 1920, Brown held on to at least one 1913 Liberty Head 

nickel for a while, and then transferred it to Stephen K. Nagy. 
It is likely, in my estimation, that Brown’s display coin and 
the others were Nagy’s all along. Nagy’s modus operandi was 
to work behind the scenes, which he freely admitted. In 1923 
the nickels seem to have been consigned (rather than sold) to 

Manning owned a rare 1804 silver dollar, Brenner possessed 
many remarkable rarities including unique patterns and an 
1861-dated copper-nickel Confederate States of America cent, 
and Swasey at a later time had George T. Morgan make some 
special Proofs for his collection.

If anything, the preceding Assay Commission data reflect that 
numismatists were tightly involved with the Mint during these 
times. Little of this is reflected in any official records.

Disclosures of 1919 and 1920
In The Numismatist, December 1919, Brown, now a resident 

of several years’ standing in North Tonawanda, advertised to buy 
1913 Liberty Head nickels, a variety completely unknown to the 
collecting community at the time, and not listed in any of the 
Annual Reports of the Director of the Mint. His offer was $500 per 
coin, later raised to $600.

As to the intent of this offer, certainly it was generous for the 
era. A Proof 1856 Flying Eagle cent was worth $8 to $10 at the 
time, Proof double eagles from the rare dates of the 1880s sold for 
less than $30 each, and a gem MCMVII $20 of 1907 cost about 
$22 or $23.

The Brown advertising campaign seems to have been successful 
to all outward appearances, for at the 1920 ANA Convention, held 
that year in Chicago, he had with him a specimen of the rarity!

The October 1920 issue of The Numismatist, reporting on the 
convention, commented:

Samuel W. Brown of North Tonawanda, New York, was present for 
a short time on Monday. He had with him a specimen of the latest 
rarity in United States coinage—the nickel of 1913 of the Liberty 
head type. It was among the exhibits during the remainder of the 
convention with a label announcing that it was valued at $600, which 
amount Mr. Brown announced he is ready to pay for all Proof speci-
mens offered to him.

An explanation of its rarity is that at the close of 1912, the Mint 
authorities not having received orders to use the dies of the buffalo 
type nickel at the beginning of 1913, prepared a master die of the 
Liberty head type dated 1913, and from this master die a few pieces—
believed to be five—in Proof were struck. None of these are believed 
to have been placed in circulation.

No information was given as to where Brown obtained the 
coin but, likely, only a person with Mint connections could have 
acquired such a piece. Nothing reached print about Brown having 
been employed at the Mint earlier, but this was hardly a secret 
in view of his attendance at the 1908 convention in Philadel-
phia, with many dealers and collectors present—some of whom 
attended the 1920 event as well. 

Alden Scott Boyer
At the 1920 convention the nickel attracted the attention of Alden 

Scott Boyer, Chicago numismatist and manufacturer of perfumes 
and cosmetics, who obtained it on approval. However, no sale was 
consummated, and later in the year Brown sent this letter:

Dear Mr. Boyer
I would appreciate it very much if you would return the 1913 

Liberty Head nickel you have with your coins in the Masonic Temple 
vault in your city. I have a deal pending for the sale of this coin, and it 
is necessary that I have it within the next 10 days. If you will, kindly 
send it by express, charges collect, and estimate the value at $750. 
Thanking you for your courtesy in this matter.
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August Wagner, a Philadelphia dealer in stamps at 31st and York 
Streets, an ideal “front man.” In The Numismatist, December 
1923, Wagner advertised:

For Sale. Five (5)-Cent Liberty Head 1913 Coins. Proof. The only 
five-cent Liberty Head coins of this design and year in existence.

Wagner did not find a buyer, and in 1924 Nagy sold them to 
New York City dealer Wayte Raymond, who placed them with 
Col. Edward H.R. Green.

Raymond conducted business with savoir faire, catering to 
private clients on an appointment basis in New York City in the 
1920s, serving such numismatic luminaries as William Cutler 
Atwater, Waldo C. Newcomer, John Work Garrett, and Green, 
among others, while the street-floor coin shop trade in the city 
was largely the domain of Thomas L. Elder. Further evidence of 
the connection with Green, a few years after the nickel transac-
tion, a private study was created under the title, The Gold Coins 
of Latin America and Brazil. List Prepared by Wayte Raymond for 
E.H.R. Green, Esq.

Back to Mehl
Also in the 1920s, B. Max Mehl’s publicity caught hold, and all 

of a sudden, the 1913 nickel became famous, if not in numisma-
tists’ eyes, certainly in the estimation of the general public. In the 
coin hobby at the time Mehl had his advocates, mainly his cus-
tomers, but he also had his detractors.  Mehl really led two lives, 
as has been amply explained elsewhere. His public persona was 
that of the “coin man down in Texas,” the man who stood ready to 
buy rare coins that might be found in pocket change, and send a 
check that could pay off the mortgage on the farm or send Junior 
off to college.

Much if not most of this was based on a never-ending stream 
of hyperbole. As an example, on May 17, 1921, Mehl auctioned 
via mail bids the Judge Manning specimen of the 1804 dollar. 
Manning was a famous collector and also chairman of the earlier 
mentioned 1913 Assay Commission. With some imagination, 
Mehl later advertised the scenario that, indeed, rare and valuable 
coins could be found anywhere, and “lucky Mrs. Manning,” who 
somehow had an 1804 dollar, received a nice check from Mehl. 
The catalog used a “stock illustration,” as Mehl often did, and 
showed not the coin being sold, but, instead, the Stickney 1804 
dollar, an entirely different specimen that had been in numismatic 
hands ever since it was obtained from the Philadelphia Mint in 
trade by Stickney in 1843.

While the 1804 dollar was important in Mehl’s campaigns, a 
coin of an unfamiliar design and bearing the almost ancient date 
of 1804 did not seem to be anything that could ever be found in 
pocket change. However, just about anyone, from school kids to 
octogenarians, was apt to have a Liberty Head nickel, or many of 
them, including—who knows—a 1913 Liberty Head!

The Other B. Max Mehl
His second persona was as a leading rare coin dealer, prominent 

professional at coin conventions and other gatherings, ever willing 
to be interviewed, and eager to share his enthusiasm for numis-
matics. Along the way he handled more than his share of very im-
portant collections, all sold to mail bids (none at public auction), 
including James Manning (1921), James Ten Eyck (1925), Judge 
Charles W. Slack (1925), William Forrester Dunham (1941), Fred 
E. Olsen (1944), William Cutler Atwater (1946), W.W. Neil (1947), 
and Golden Jubilee (1950) – a very abbreviated list.

By any reckoning B. Max Mehl was the most colorful and news-
worthy coin dealer on the American scene during the first part 
of the present century. Born in Russia in 1884, Mehl came with 
his family to America, and by 1900 was a part-time coin dealer 
while working as a shoe clerk. A few years later he left footwear 
behind and went into the profession full-time. A gifted writer, he 
did much to spread the appeal of the hobby.

The social side of Mehl is reflected by his long-time involve-
ment with Rotary International and service at one time as its pres-
ident. In numismatic context, this comment by Charles Markus, 
president of the ANA, was printed in The Numismatist, June 1928, 
after Markus had returned from a four-month tour through the 
American West:

No mention of Fort Worth is complete until we have told of a 
number of visits to the numismatic establishment of the celebrated 
and well-known B. Max Mehl, whom we have had the pleasure of 
meeting at annual conventions of the ANA since Hector was a pup!
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As a young man in 1887, Edward, later to become a nickel owner, 
had his right leg amputated seven inches above the knee, because 
his mother would not pay for medical treatment that could have 
fixed it. It was not that she did not try. Dressed in shabby clothes, 
and with Edward likewise, the pair went to the Bellevue Hospital 
in New York City to seek aid for his leg, as a charity case. Hetty 
was identified as a person who had the ability to pay, and she and 
Edward were turned away. Returning home, she packed his leg in 
sand. That didn’t work. Later, the amputation.

Even with one leg made of cork, Edward was imposing in stature 
and stood six-feet four-inches tall and weighed 300 pounds. 
However, he could not move about easily. For this reason, one of 
his 1920s limousines was outfitted with a commode in the back 
passenger section, emptying into the street, in the manner of such 
a device in a passenger train car.

Courtney Coffing and Clyde Mervis, historians of the 1913 
Liberty Head nickel in an absorbing account published in the 
Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine in 1971, reported that just after 
reaching his 22nd birthday in September 1890, Green and ‘’some 
of the boys’’ visited Chicago’s red light district one evening. There 
he was charmed by Mabel Harlow, tall, redheaded, and attracted 
to money. She was variously known as Mrs. M.E. Staunton, Mrs. 
Wilson, Kitterage, De Vries, or Campbell.

Arthur H. Lewis, in The Day They Shook the Plum Tree, a 
popular and seemingly casually researched biography of Hetty 
Green, included a recollection of Mary Cammack, of Texas, con-
cerning Mabel:

Mabel was beautiful and had long, wavy, red hair which she would 
let down to her hips. She used to allow my older sister to comb it out 
for her. She used lots of makeup, but on her it looked good.

Green was given the Texas Midland Railroad by his mother, to 
play with as other children play with electric and spring-powered 
trains. It was said that Green was never happier than when he rode 
in the cab of a steam engine on the TMRR. His palatial Pullman 
car was variously called 999, Mabel, and Lone Star.

We made a number of visits to his coin shop and wit-
nessed the method and manner of buying and selling coins 
on a large scale. We were invited to his fine new home, 
where we were entertained, dined and wined, shown every 
point of interest in and around the city, theatre and dinner 
parties downtown. By the way, we forgot to mention we 
helped build the beautiful new Mehl home, and paid for 
many articles entering in its construction.

We hereby publicly express our sincere thanks to the 
three lady members of the Mehl family, as well as to B. Max, 
for the extreme courtesy and consideration extended us on 
our visit to Fort Worth, but it is hardly to be wondered at, 
for was he not entertaining the president of the American 
Numismatic Association and his wife? (Bouquet thrown at 
myself by myself.)

In his catalog description of the Fred E. Olsen 
specimen of the 1913 nickel in 1944, the first ever to 
pass through his hands and the very first to ever cross 
the auction block (sort of; actually it was a mail bid sale), 
Mehl noted:

I plead guilty to being responsible for making this coin so 
famous, having used it in all of my national advertising for a 
period of about a quarter of a century, during which time it 
appeared in advertising totaling an expenditure of well over 
$1 million! Certainly, this great coin will prove a most gratify-
ing source of possession to the fortunate owner and also a profitable 
investment as well.

All of this publicity caused a lot of work for the American Nu-
mismatic Association. According to a note in the December 1942 
issue of The Numismatist, about 25% of the inquiries received 
were from people asking about nickels of this date. 

I had the pleasure of talking with B. Max Mehl several times in 
the 1950s and on one memorable evening in the company of Abe 
and Molly Kosoff, enjoying a nice dinner in which his career was 
the focal point of conversation. I suggested that he should write 
his autobiography. He countered by saying that as I was familiar 
with his catalogs and numismatic history, I should write it, and he 
would help me.

Mehl, his winning personality never dimming, remained 
active until his final days, and died in Fort Worth in 1957. After 
his passing, his numismatic estate was handled by Kosoff, who, 
among other things, sold Mehl’s name to George Justus of Beverly 
Hills, who later operated what was called the B. Max Mehl Co. 
there, also using the trade style Mehlco.

Col. E.H.R. Green
Colonel Edward H.R. Green, the first collector to pay the nec-

essary funds to buy a 1913 nickel (in this case all five of them), 
is remembered today as one of the greatest figures in the numis-
matic hobby.

Green, born in England on August 22, 1868, was the son of 
Edward H. Green and Hetty Howland Robinson. Hetty, who 
became a widow, used an earlier inheritance of about $10 million 
to further her skills as a participant in the stock market, to be 
involved in banking, to engage in real estate deals, and on occasion 
to loan money to the municipality of New York City. Along the 
way she amassed tens of millions of dollars, while living in rela-
tively spartan surroundings. Personal amenities and luxuries were 
unknown to her. Old-time dealer Thomas L. Elder recalled seeing 
her “when she had a small room in a plain house in Hoboken, N.J.” 
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Hetty Green died on July 3, 1916, at which time her wealth 
was estimated to be $100,000,000, handily eclipsing the fortune 
of John D. Rockefeller. With his mother gone from the scene, 
and not around to complain about Mabel, on July 10, 1916, 
Edward and his redhead love were married, following a court-
ship of 26 years!

Edward H.R. Green established estates at Round Hill, in South 
Dartmouth, Massachusetts, and Star Island in Biscayne Bay in 
Florida. At Star Island was kept, among other things, a vault full of 
pornographic films, a collection considered to be the most exten-
sive in the world. In the early 1930s, in Massachusetts, Green had 
an impressive private radio broadcasting station. A visitor there 
was young Eric P. Newman, a student at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, who assisted in radio communications with 
the Admiral Byrd exploration party in distant Antarctica when 
one of the explorers required a surgical operation and medical 
consultation was sought. 

In his palatial mansion at Round Hill—three stories in height, 
walls of stone more than a foot thick, and over 200 feet high—
Green pursued his love of numismatics. In the basement was a 
huge walk-in safe room with a mechanical-lock door by Herring, 
Hall & Marvin. Within its confines he kept his rare coin and 
stamp treasures, including his five 1913 Liberty Head nickels. 
Today in 2018 the nickel we offer here, by far the finest, stands 
as the single most famous treasure from the magnificent Col. 
E.H.R. Green Collection, an incomparable American numis-
matic icon.

The mansion at Round Hill still stands today in magnificent 
glory—now a series of private residential sections part of a private 
club with fine homes and a golf course. 

As to when Green began his interest in numismatics, this is 
not known. B. Max Mehl learned of his leaning in this direc-
tion and, beginning in 1915, sent him coin catalogs, this being 
in the twilight of the life of Green’s mother, Hetty. As Thomas L. 
Elder had visited Hetty earlier, perhaps she had numismatic in-
clinations and passed them along to her son. In any event, it was 
not until 1921 that Mehl and the younger Green did business 
together, the first transaction amounting to $1,800. By that time 
Green had been doing business with Elder for years. 
There seems to have been a code of silence regarding 
Green’s acquisitions, as news of his purchases was 

not disseminated in the normal channels—newspaper accounts 
of auctions, The Numismatist, and dealer catalogs.

Green died of a “complication of diseases” on June 8, 1936, at 
the Lake Placid Club at the lake of that same name in the Adiron-
dacks in upstate New York. Mabel was at his side. The couple had 
no children. His estate passed to Mabel and, in time, to others, 
including elements to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and the town of South Dartmouth. Later it passed into private 
hands and, as noted, the mansion stands today appearing in full 
magnificence as it did a century ago.

The Green Estate
After his death it took eight armored trucks to haul his valuables 

to safekeeping. His estate was handled by the Chase Bank, New 
York City. The appraisal of the numismatic portion of his estate 
was done by F.C.C. Boyd of New York City in 1938 and 1939, and 
a value of $1,240,299 was assigned, as compared to $1,298,448 for 
his stamps by another appraiser.

The stamps in his estate included all 100 of the known 1918 24¢ 
airmail stamp with the plane flying upside-down, the “inverted 
Jenny.” Also among his property were an old whaling ship, 
antiques, real estate, and more.

Green had a large collection of paper money, including rarities, 
but many of the notes were stored in cellulose acetate envelopes, 
where chemical action rendered most of the bills brittle, causing 
them to break apart into chips and flinders. Fortunately, some bills 
were kept in stationery envelopes and escaped harm.

Among those that survived were notable rarities and thousands 
of dollars in face value of uncut sheets. Additional large quantities 
of currency were redeemed at face value in the 1940s to help pay 
taxes on the estate. Fortunately, many rarities were kept by the 
government and used as a foundation for its own currency collec-
tion, some of which is now on view at the Federal Reserve Bank 
in San Francisco. There was little market for the uncut sheets, and 
the Chase National Bank turned the vast majority of them over to 
the New York Federal Reserve Bank for face value (per correspon-
dence preserved by the C.F. Childs family). 

In his Encyclopedia, Walter Breen com-
mented concerning a group of prized coins:

When Col. Green inherited his mother’s 
millions, he became a collector of (among 
other things) railroad cars, pornographic films; 
and among his immense numismatic holdings 
was a hoard of over 200 Uncirculated 1796 
quarter dollars, of which at least 100 were more 
or less prooflike—their fields more mirrorlike 
than on the others. Abe Kosoff and André 
DeCoppet dispersed many of these to date and 
type collectors during the 1940s. 

In a conversation with the author, June 
27, 1996, John J. Ford, Jr., stated that in the 
1940s he had inspected the quarters when 
they were part of the Green estate, but 
that Philadelphia dealer John G. Macallis-
ter had bought them. In his memoirs, Abe 
Kosoff recalled seeing them as well, and 
“that there were about 100 pieces, possibly 

Round Hill, E.H.R. Green’s mansion in South 
Dartmouth, Massachusetts and E.H.R. Green 

and Mabel in a 1917 photograph.
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Dear Mr. McKenna:
Thank you for your letter of December 10, 1941, with reference 

to the “broken bank bills.” By “broken bank bills” it was the under-
standing that all non-redeemable American paper money would 
be included, except the colonial, state and Continental Congress 
paper money collection. It was also understood that no disposition 
had been made of any part of the “broken bank bills” except those 
sold to me on a prior occasion in addition to buying the “broken 
bank bills.”

I have decided to buy the nickel collection offered for $2,000.00, 
which includes all regular issues, patterns, mis-strikes and mutila-
tions except three of the five 1913 Liberty Head nickels. When you 
remove from the little black case the two 1913 Liberty Head nickels 
for me (as well as the three Buffalo nickels in that case) I want two 
bright perfect specimens of the 1913 Liberty Head nickels.

With respect to the three excluded 1913 Liberty Head nickels, I 
will buy them if you will agree to accept One Thousand Dollars 

($1,000.00) for them. The collection of nickels was 
originally stated to be about six hundred in number 
and subsequently stated to be about five hundred, but 
when I was in New York to see you I was informed that 
the six hundred figure was approximately correct.

I am enclosing a cashier’s check for $6,600.00 
covering purchase of the “broken bank bills” for 
$4,600.00 and the nickels for $2,000.00. Please pack 
the leather books of paper money and the other items 
tightly so there can be no sliding during shipment and 
send to my residence at 6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, 
as in the past.

Let me hear from you on the other matters under 
consideration as soon as you get an opportunity.

Sincerely yours,
Eric Newman

This was followed by a reply from McKenna, 
December 16, 1941:

Dear Mr. Newman:
Re: Estate of E.H.R. Green
Your letter of December 13th, in which you enclosed check for 

$6,600 in payment for the collection of broken bank bills and the 
nickel collection, including the two 1913 Liberty heads, has been 
received. These will be shipped to you as instructed within the next 
day or two. Your offer of $1,000 for the remaining three Liberty heads 
will be referred to the co-administrators for consideration.

Yours very truly,
Alexander A. McKenna,
Second Vice President

Another letter from McKenna bears the date of December 18, 
1941:

Dear Mr. Newman
Re: Estate of E. H. R. Green
We have shipped via Railway Express Agency three trunks contain-

ing the broken bank bills and nickels which you purchased. Enclosed 
are keys to the locks of the trunks. These are being forwarded in this 
manner, as we felt this method of packing was no more expensive 
than having the crates made. Therefore, we will be glad to make a 
present of the trunks to you.

Our co-administrators have agreed to accept your offer of $1,000 
for the remaining three 1913 Liberty Head nickels. Upon receipt of 
your check, the coins will be forwarded to you.

Yours very truly,
Alexander A. McKenna,
Second Vice President

a few more or less.” Today in 2018, the quantity of 200 seems truly 
wondrous. Even a single specimen crossing the auction block 
would command a lot of attention.

In recent decades the numismatic estate coins of great collectors 
of the past have become better known, due to modern research  
and the increased interest of scholars. Over the years the writer 
has created award-winning biographies of several of the most im-
portant, including T. Harrison Garrett and his family, Emery May 
Holden Norweb, Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., and Harry W. Bass, Jr. A 
book chronicling the interesting life of Co. E.H.R. Green and his 
fabulous collection might be a worthwhile project. Perhaps the 
buyer of this, the ultimate 1913 Liberty Head nickel, would like to 
be part of such a project in the future.

Eric P. Newman
Eric P. Newman, who had earlier used Green’s 

radio transmitter, was by 1937 in the practice of 
law in St. Louis. He desired to obtain a rare $5 
United States Demand Note issued in the 1860s, 
payable at St. Louis, and inquired about it, includ-
ing to Farran Zerbe, curator of the numismatic col-
lection at the Chase National Bank, New York City. 
Earlier, Zerbe had exhibited the collection widely 
under the title, “Money of the World,” including at 
the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair and the 1915 Pan-
ama-Pacific International Exposition. Chase was 
in charge of the Green estate. In time, Newman 
was advised that this was not possible, but it was 
possible to buy a group of currency in which the 
St. Louis rarity would be included. This opened 
the door to many purchases, which were initiated 
by Newman and of which unselected coins and 
notes were then sold under a joint arrangement with Burdette 
G. Johnson, prominent St. Louis dealer. “Johnson was my great 
mentor, and he always treated me with fairness,” Newman recalled 
to the writer. “We always had complete confidence in one another.” 

Included were 19 prooflike examples of the 1796 quarter dollar 
which Newman purchased in 1943. Newman himself bought 
items directly, as reflected in his correspondence files so kindly 
furnished to me.

The first letter is from Farran Zerbe, June 2, 1937, and is ad-
dressed to Eric P. Newman in St. Louis:

Dear Mr. Newman:
Your letter of May 29th brings back memories of our correspon-

dence of some months ago. So far as I know the late Colonel Green 
or his mother, whose collection he is said to have inherited, never 
endeavored to acquire any repudiated or non-negotiable notes, such 
as state scrip and issues of private banks and individuals.

I doubt if at this time there are any Missouri items in the Green 
collection unless probably Missouri National Bank Notes. The 
popular sale items in the Green material have not been destroyed. It 
is probable the remainder will eventually come on the market. Just in 
what way I do not know, but I doubt if it will be in the near future.

Very respectfully,
Farran Zerbe, Curator

A later letter is written by Eric P. Newman on letterhead of the 
law firm Chasnoff, Willson & Cunningham, St. Louis, addressed 
to Alexander A. McKenna of the Chase National Bank, 11 Broad 
Street, New York City, December 13, 1941:

Eric P. Newman
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On December 17, 1941, Newman advised:

Dear Mr. McKenna:
The three trunks containing the broken bank bills and nickels 

arrived safely during the Christmas rush and the contents were de-
livered in good condition. The new keys which you had made for the 
trunks did not fit too well and I had to pry open two of the trunks.

Thank you for having them packed so well. I am enclosing a ca-
shier’s check in the sum of $1,000.00 in purchase of the three remain-
ing 1913 Liberty Head nickels. I look forward to hearing from you in 
the near future on the other items in which I am interested.

With kindest personal greetings for the Holiday Season to yourself 
and your associates, I am,

Very truly yours,
Eric P. Newman

McKenna to Newman, December 29, 1941:

Dear Mr. Newman:
Re: Estate of R.H.R. Green
Your letter of December 27, 1941, in which you enclosed a cashiers 

check for $1,000 in payment for the three 1913 Liberty Head nickels, 
has been received. We are pleased to enclose the nickels herewith. 
For the completion of our records, would you mind acknowledging 
receipt of the coins by signing and returning the accompanying copy 
of this letter.

With best wishes for a happy and prosperous new year, believe me 
to be

Sincerely yours,
Alexander A. McKenna,
Second Vice President

So there you have it, chapter and verse! The 1913 Liberty Head 
nickels were released from confinement and went into new hands.

Newman went on to become a laureate American numismatic 
historian and author, receiving far more Heath Literary Awards 
(given by the ANA for articles in The Numismatist) than any other 
person, the Farran Zerbe Award, and many other honors. He 
passed away last year, 2017, and was widely mourned.

The nickels and their former owner were front row center in 
this article by Beth Deisher, Coin World, June 11, 2001, based on 
an interview and information from Newman. Included was this 
information, given here to fill in a few details not in the preced-
ing narrative:

Newman explains that after traveling by train to New York City to 
examine thousands of coins in the Green Collection, he had returned 
to St. Louis and discussed what he had seen with his friend and mentor, 
Burdette “B.G.” Johnson, owner of the St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co.

Aware the coins’ origin was a matter of conjecture, Newman recalls 
he and Johnson thought at one time the coins could be “fakes.” He 
also noted the five 1913 Liberty Head 5-cent coins appeared to have 
been struck on different qualities of planchets, possibly whatever was 
available to the person who struck them, and that they were of differ-
ent conditions.

“We thought the two best ones were worth about $500 each,” 
Newman recalls. “We didn’t feel the other three had that much value,” 
he said, explaining the reason for separating them from his original 
offer and making a second offer.…

The “little black case” contained slots for eight 5-cent coins. With 
the arrival of the three 1913 Liberty Head specimens, the eight coins 
were briefly reunited. They included the five 1913 Liberty Head 
5-cent coins, a unique copper 1913 Indian Head 5-cent pattern, a 
1913 Indian Head cent circulation strike and a copper-nickel pattern 
1913 Indian Head 5-cent coin without initial F on the shoulder.

Newman stills owns the black leather case, the 1913 Indian Head 
regular issue, and what he believes to be “the rarest of the bunch,” the 
copper Indian Head pattern.

Researcher Don Taxay, writing in The U.S. Mint and Coinage, 
noted: 

“The unique copper trial piece of type 2 design (i.e., with modified 
FIVE CENTS) is neither a trial piece nor made of copper. It was 
struck from an experimental alloy of ninety-five percent copper, five 
percent nickel and zinc and ‘issued’ in the original presentation case 
which held the five 1913 Liberty head nickels.”

“Whatever it is, it’s still unique and it’s sitting there in the case,” 
Newman said with a laugh. 

It is seen at the outset that Newman considered two of the 
coins to be head and shoulders above the others in quality. These 
are numbers 1 (Morton-Smith/Eliasberg) and 2 (Olsen) in the 
registry below.

The comment that these coins are of different qualities and 
seem to have been struck on different planchets is very poignant. 
These differences are readily discernible in the examination of 
the coins today, but they have been almost entirely ignored by 
modern writers. It has been suggested that this may indicate 
they were made outside of the Mint, by using existing coins as 
planchets, as blank planchet stock of uniform quality would 
not have been available. Also, as only one of the five has Proof 
surfaces, the strikings may have been made at different times. 
The Norweb specimen (number 3 in the registry below) has the 
sharpest details by a small margin. The Walton (number 2) and 
McDermott (number 5) coins are flatly struck at the corn ear to 
the left of the ribbon bow.

The weighing of each specimen might indicate whether 
planchet differences accounted for variations in sharpness. If all 
are the same weight, then at least two coining periods would seem 
to be indicated. The whole matter is very curious. Such mysteries 
to contemplate.

James F. Kelly
Eric P. Newman didn’t need all five nickels. He kept the two 

best, these being the pair he acquired first. B.G. Johnson was 
tapped to sell the other three, which he did in 1942 to James F. 
Kelly, an up and comer in professional numismatics. I knew Kelly 
very well and was a partner with him in the formation of the Para-
mount International Coin Corporation in Ohio in 1965. By that 
time he had been “Trends” editor of Coin World since its inception 
in April 1960. Kelly was generous in his sharing of numismatic 
information and recollections with me, and over the years I have 
made good use of some of the knowledge obtained, particularly 
with regard to United States gold coins from overseas hoards. If 
I ever write my memoirs I’ll include some Kelly-iana of interest.

The Passing of Samuel W. Brown
Samuel W. Brown, who by this time was nearly completely 

forgotten and was a name unknown to most collectors, was the 
subject of an obituary in The Numismatist in August 1944:

Samuel W. Brown, 64, of North Tonawanda, New York, died on 
June 17th, after a year’s illness. A native of Pennsylvania, he had 
resided in North Tonawanda for many years, taking an active part in 
civic affairs, serving as mayor for several terms, and for ten years was 
a member of the Board of Education.
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There has always been, and always will be, considerable mystery 
surrounding the origin of the 1913 Liberty Head nickel. For what it 
may be worth, it is my opinion that these coins were struck at the 
Mint during the period when the dies for the Buffalo nickel were 
being prepared. I base this opinion on extensive conversations with 
the late James Macallister, B.G. Johnson, and Ira Reed during that 
period when I handled three of these nickels.

The reason for the person or persons involved in striking these 
coins and obtaining them from the Mint, along with withholding 
knowledge of their existence, can only be speculation and never a 
known fact.…

At the ANA Convention that summer it was auctioned by 
Kelly at the podium for Paramount and sold for a record $46,000, 
creating a lot of excitement. The buyer was Aubrey Bebee, of 
Omaha, Nebraska. 

As a postscript to this scenario, P.B. Trotter, Jr., had hoped to 
buy this particular nickel, the object of his desire for so many 
years. However, in coming to Miami from Memphis there was a 
one-hour difference in time, and he set his watch in the wrong 
direction. When he arrived on the spot, the coin had been sold. 
He offered Bebee a $10,000 profit on the spot, then raised it to 
$12,000. “It’s not for sale,” the new owner replied (information 
provided to the author by Donn Pearlman from a transcript of 
a conversation). In 1969 Trotter tried an offer of $75,000, again 
with no success.

The 1960s and 1970s
For years the unsold Hydeman Collection specimens of the 

1913 Liberty Head nickel and 1804 silver dollar remained in Abe 
Kosoff ’s bank vault in Palm Springs, California, not moldering, 
but resting comfortably. Every once in a while he would ask me 
if I had a customer for either, but at the $100,000 asking price for 
each, I did not. These figures could not be backed up by market 

Before leaving his native state he was employed for a time as 
storekeeper in the Mint at Philadelphia, and afterwards located 
himself in New York State. He at one time was appointed a member 
of the Assay Commission. His former membership in the American 
Numismatic Association was acquired many years ago, his number 
being 808.

The account went on to state that Brown died in his home at 303 
Goundry Street. He was survived by his widow Carry (or Carrie), 
and a daughter, Mrs. George Brillinger of Cleveland.

In the same year B. Max Mehl offered the Olsen specimen of the 
1913 Liberty Head nickel, the first ever presentation in an auction 
catalog. 

Fast forward to the numismatic market of the 1960s, Abe 
Kosoff latched on to the collection of Edwin M. Hydeman, owner 
of Wiest’s Department Store in York, Pennsylvania. Included was 
a 1913 Liberty Head nickel, in good company with a handful of 
other rarities, including an 1894-S dime, an 1876-CC twenty-cent 
piece, an 1866 quarter and half dollar without motto, and an 1804 
silver dollar. Perhaps Kosoff over-hyped the sale, and without 
doubt the reserves were set too high. Although I attended the sale 
and carried home the 1894-S dime at $13,000 (a record price for 
the time), the 1913 nickel, the 1804 dollar, and some other rarities 
remained the property of Hydeman, although they had been 
reported as having been “sold.” 

Continuing Fame of the Nickel
In the 1950s and early 1960s, J.V. McDermott, who conducted 

a mail-order rare coin business, was the leading advertiser in the 
Scrapbook, taking multiple pages in each issue. Often, he prefaced 
his message with some down-home comments, including about 
his pet coin, the 1913 Liberty Head nickel.

Some collectors and dealers keep their rarities in safe deposit 
boxes, but not McDermott. He carried the nickel, loose and 
jangling with other coins and his keys, in a pants pocket! At con-
ventions his favorite nearby location was the bar, where as often as 
not he could be found sitting on a stool, passing his nickel around 
to others and telling of its value and rarity. The coin gradually 
acquired nicks and wear. Finally, someone persuaded him to put 
it into a little green plastic holder, which he did, but it was still 
carried around wherever he went.

P.B. Trotter, Jr., a numismatist and an officer of the Union 
Planters Bank of Memphis, Tennessee, was a very nice fellow. I 
remember him well. His favorite coins were 1839-O half dollars, 
with the mintmark on the obverse, which he stood ready to buy 
whenever I had one for sale. At one time we also had a discussion 
of his collecting images of ships on coins, and for a time this was 
a specialty. However, his castle in the sky was the 1913 Liberty 
Head nickel. He wanted one, and with a passion! It seems that 
several times a year he would contact McDermott about the nickel 
and make offers to buy it, after which the owner would say, “No 
thanks,” and write about it in the Scrapbook.

In 1966 the veteran dealer died, and in 1967 widow Betts Mc-
Dermott consigned the coin to Paramount International Coin 
Corporation, then located in a modern office park in the north 
part of Dayton (my office was on the second floor). By that time, 
the 1913 Liberty Head nickel had still not gained much respect, 
and in the catalog, James F. Kelly, then president of the firm, 
included this as part of the description:
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prices for these or comparable rarities. Then, as 
now, most experienced collectors were very savvy. 
Although the Hydeman specimen of the 1913 was 
far nicer than the McDermott coin—indeed there 
was no comparison in quality—still the asking 
price was more than double the recent record set 
by the other piece. It was not that Kosoff didn’t 
try. He offered, cajoled, wrote about, and other-
wise tried to stir up interest. In the same era he 
had a set of silver strikings of 1876-dated pattern 
dollars which he tried to sell, writing about them 
in his Coin World column and elsewhere, but to 
no avail. In hindsight, a contrarian investor could 
have reaped millions!

In the meantime, in early 1968, John B. Hamrick, 
Jr., professional numismatist in Atlanta, built a 
new enterprise, World-Wide Coin Investments, 
Inc., name soon changed from “Inc.” to “Ltd.” He 
was bound and determined to conduct a large 
business. It was probably a good time to do it, as 
the coin market had suffered great lumps from 
1965 onward (when the 1960-1964 boom ended), 
and by this time interest was rebuilding.

Backed by substantial cash reserves, World-
Wide posted bid and ask prices for commemora-
tive coins, hardly a new concept, but one that this time was backed 
with meaning—for if someone sent Hamrick a dozen coins or 100, 
he could afford to buy them. In contrast, the “bid” prices of some 
other dealers were apt to melt away when items were offered—“I 
already bought what I need,” or similar. Soon, Warren E. Tucker, 
another accomplished numismatist, joined the firm. In 1971 World-
Wide bought the Peachtree Coin Shop from Atlanta dealer Blaise 
Dantone. Not long afterward World-Wide set up a huge Burroughs 
computer in its Atlanta office, becoming the first company in the 
rare coin field to have such impressive equipment on its premises. 
Other dealers, including me, gazed upon the apparatus with amaze-
ment. Remember, this was an era before personal computers and 
the Internet—and only really large business enterprises could 
afford such computers and the staffs needed to run them. Tending a 
computer was sort of like caring for an airplane—it needed constant 
attention. No other rare coin firm had anything like it.

World-Wide was making waves in the market, big ones, but the 
best was yet to come. Abe Kosoff still had the unsold 1913 Liberty 
Head nickel and 1804 dollar from the Hydeman Collection, and 
the price was still $100,000 each. In 1972 John Hamrick struck a 
deal to buy the pair for $180,000 cash and selected the prices to be 
set on each coin, deliberately pegging the 1913 as the first coin to 
ever change hands for $100,000, as he considered it to be the more 
famous and desirable of the two rarities. In December 1972, this 
was published in The Numismatist:

It would not surprise us to see a single United States rare coin trade 
for ONE MILLION DOLLARS before 1980,” said a spokesman for 
World-Wide Coin Investments, Ltd., of Atlanta, Georgia, in a recent 
news release.

World-Wide recently purchased a 1913 Liberty Head nickel for 
$100,000 from Abe Kosoff of Palm Springs, California. In the same 

transaction, the 1804 silver dollar was purchased for $80,000. It is the 
intention of World-Wide Coin Investments, Ltd., to display the recent 
purchases at coin shows throughout the nation.

In 1975, my business partner, Jim Ruddy, and I bought a half-
interest in the coin from World-Wide but sold our interest back 
in 1976. Meanwhile, we exhibited it at the 1975 ANA Convention, 
where it attracted a lot of attention.

In 1977, after a series of intermediaries were involved, the coin 
landed in the collection of Dr. Jerry Buss, Los Angeles sports 
team owner. In the meantime, the three other 1913 Liberty Head 
nickels remained with the Norweb family, the Eliasberg family, 
and dealers Aubrey and Adeline Bebee. I say three others, not four, 
as the “Reynolds” specimen occasionally displayed by George O. 
Walton remained missing.

The Fame of the 1913 Nickel Escalates
The sale of the World-Wide coin to Dr. Jerry Buss launched yet 

another round of fame, the eureka moment, for the 1913 Liberty 
Head nickel. While it was in his possession, through 1985, and 
then in the collection of Reed Hawn, 1985 to 1993, it was dis-
cussed, exhibited, and generally viewed as the great American 
rarity.  

Press agentry turned into reality, and the 1913 Liberty Head 
nickel, which had been a nice coin all along, in my opinion, now 
gained wider respect. By that time most newcomers to the market 
had never heard of B. Max Mehl or did not know about his 1913 
nickel campaign. By the mid 1990s the 1913 nickel had been pro-
jected into the forefront—the rarity to have. It was a new era, with 
new people, new stars in the numismatic firmament.

As they say, the rest is history!
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No. 1.  
The Eliasberg/Dr. Morton-Smith Specimen

This is the finest 1913 Liberty Head 
nickel, graded Proof-66 by PCGS and 
awarded CAC approval. This is the 
specimen now offered at auction.

It seems to have been struck 
from Proof dies, but on an ordinary 
planchet. This example was selected 
by St. Louis numismatist and histo-
rian Eric P. Newman in 1942 as the 
one to keep from the group of five 
he purchased through Burdette G. 
Johnson from the Col. Green estate. 
This and the Olsen coin, considered 
second finest, were the first two pur-
chased by Newman, soon followed by 

the other three. Going back to the 1920s, some writers have considered 
all 1913 nickels to be Proofs, but my view is that this is the only one 
with a claim to that status, and the others all have or had mint lustre (I 
have examined them all, and carefully). 

Numismatic Gallery acquired this coin from Newman in 1948, and 
on December 14 of that year, Abe Kosoff, partner in the firm, offered it 
to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. The sale took place in early 1949. These were 
the glory years of the Numismatic Gallery, which had been located in 
New York City, but which had recently moved to Beverly Hills, Califor-
nia. Kosoff was one of the leading figures in the hobby at the time, and 
in 1955 he would be the single most important person in the founding 
of the Professional Numismatists Guild. In the 1970s, he was the main 
factor in setting up the American Numismatic Association Certifi-
cation Service (ANACS) and, soon afterward, worked with Kenneth 
Bressett (in particular) and the writer in the creation of the first edition 
of Official A.N.A. Grading Standards for U.S. Coins. He died on March 
19, 1983, at the age of 70 and was widely mourned. Later, I and staffers 
cataloged and auctioned his numismatic estate, and I wrote a book-
length biography of him, Abe Kosoff: Dean of Numismatics.

This version of the 1913 nickel transaction, with a different date, 
was given by Abe Kosoff a long time afterward, in an article in Coin 
World, December 14, 1977: “It was in 1945 that Molly and I were 
invited to the Newman home for a delightful dinner, after which Eric 
and I talked coins while the two ladies concentrated on knitting. In 
fact, while Molly was teaching Mrs. Newman a particular stitch, Eric 
sold the 1913 nickel to me. This coin I sold to Louis Eliasberg.… It is 
the best of the five. The price? $2,350 or $2,400, not more.” Perhaps 
this is simply reflective of the fact that if you read a dozen different 
accounts of the history of the 1913 Liberty Head nickel, you will find 
a dozen differences in certain dates, names of owners, grading evalua-
tions, and more.

This coin remained with Louis E. Eliasberg Sr., then after his passing 
went to his son, Richard A., who in 1996 consigned it to my company. 

It sold for $1,485,000, the first coin ever to cross the million-dollar 
barrier, a sensation. The buyer was Jay Parrino, who had made a splash 
by handling other rarities under his trade style, The Mint. To this day, 
this remains the ultimate rarity ever added to his holdings, although he 
did endeavor to acquire a 1933 double eagle.

On July 29, 2003, a special reception was hosted by Steve Geppi 
and John Snyder of Diamond International Galleries, in their elegant 
facilities in Timonium, Maryland. This coin, by that time owned by 
Dwight Manley, had just been sold to Edward C. Lee, and this latest 
transaction was the subject of a special ceremony, much to the delight 
of guests present, including numismatic and local society notables, 
among whom were Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Eliasberg. The event was 
coordinated by Laura Sperber, who exhibited the Olson specimen of 
the 1913 Liberty Head nickel, while the ANA lent the McDermott coin 
for the occasion, and the Smithsonian Institution provided the Norweb 
specimen. Editor David C. Harper covered the event for Numismatic 
News (excerpt):

What a night. What generosity. What happened?
Q. David Bowers walked to the microphone to announce that 

Dwight Manley had sold his 1913 nickel (with a pedigree to Elias-
berg) to Edward C. Lee. Bowers called Manley and Lee forward and 
there was an impromptu press conference about it. The sale price 
was not disclosed, but it was put in the neighborhood of $3 million. 
Suddenly, the full attention of the evening was on Lee. His purchase 
raised the value bar from under $2 million to $3 million and he said 
he expected the coin’s value to be $5 million before too many more 
years pass.

Congratulations were offered. Lee said the transaction had been 
in the works since April. The spotlight of numismatic fame was now 
directly on him. His nickel would be the one in the case with the most 
recent sales date and the highest recorded price.
As mentioned earlier in the present account, it was a night to 

remember for the glitterati of Baltimore and some of the most impor-
tant figures on the American numismatic scene.

Roster of 1913 Liberty Head Nickels
In connection with the sale of the Eliasberg 1913 Liberty Head nickel in 1996, I compiled a roster of 

the five specimens and their past owners. In 2003, Beth Deisher, editor of Coin World, picked up on the 
1913 Liberty Head nickel and wrote several stories about it, one of which earned her an award from the 
Numismatic Literary Guild. Eric P. Newman was most helpful as well. The updated roster given below 
draws from these sources plus my own conversations with nickel owners from B. Max Mehl, Stephen K. 
Nagy, and Emery May Holden Norweb onward to those of our own era. At the end of each numbered 
pedigree listing is the different listing of numbers given in the  (July 2005) Million Dollar Nickels book:
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Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown and/or Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) • 
Stephen K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1923-1924 to August 
Wagner (early 1920s-1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. E.H.R. Green 
(1924-1936), Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman (1941-1948) 
• Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg trading as the Numismatic Gallery 
(1948-1949) • Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. (1949-1976) • Eliasberg estate to his 
son Richard A. Eliasberg (1976-1996) • Bowers and Merena’s sale of the 
Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection, May 1996 • Jay Parrino (1996-2001) • 
Dwight Manley for the California Gold Marketing Group (2001-2003) • 
Edward C. Lee (2003-2005) • Bruce Morelan, Laura Sperber, and George 
Huang (Legend Numismatics) (2005-2007) • Dr. William Morton-Smith 
(via Ron Gillio) (2007-2018). Million Dollar Nickels No. 3.

Lee held it for nearly two years, then in June 2005 announced that 
title had been transferred to Legend Numismatics (co-owned by 
Laura Sperber), who earlier owned specimen no. 4. Sperber, a fine 
friend and business colleague, has an eye for rarities, and on another 
occasion I was delighted that Legend Numismatics acquired the Elias-
berg specimen of the 1885 trade dollar (whose numismatic persona is 
somewhat similar to that of the 1913 Liberty Head nickel—both born 
under unrecorded circumstances and both said to have a mintage of 
just five pieces). Both of these grand coins went to Bruce Morelan and 
then to Ron Gillio. From Ron Gillio it was purchased by Dr. William 
Morton-Smith, who added it to his family’s collection of rarities.

No. 2.  
The Walton Specimen

This and the McDermott coin (No. 5) are 
the only two pieces flatly struck at the ear 
of corn to the left of the ribbon bow on the 
reverse, perhaps indicating they were struck 
at a different time. This coin was deacces-
sioned by Eric P. Newman and was acquired 
by James F. Kelly, the Dayton jeweler and 
rare coin dealer who was rising to promi-
nence in the early 1940s. Kelly is thought to 
have sold it directly to Dr. Conway A. Bolt, 
Sr., although accounts are mixed (Kelly to 
Bolt is the scenario by Paul Montgomery, 
et al., Million Dollar Nickels, p. 169). From 
there it was said by Bolt to have gone to 
the R.J. Reynolds family (Abe Kosoff Re-

members,” Coin World, December 14, 1977), providing the label that 
was attached to this particular coin for a long time, the “Reynolds 
specimen,” although a spokesperson for that family—the Reynolds 
clan in the tobacco business—has no record of such a coin. 

In actuality, the coin seems to have been traded or sold to George 
O. Walton, Roanoke, North Carolina, a collector and dealer who 
often obtained coins on consignment from others and sold them to 
customers by visiting them in person. Whether the Reynolds family 
owned it in the meantime is not known. No doubt this well-to-do 
family made many purchases of unusual things, and it is not likely 
that a later spokesperson would have had a full record of family ac-
quisitions. In any event, Walton did not publicly acknowledge owner-
ship of the nickel, but said that he had “access to the coin whenever 
he wanted to display it.” Walton was pictured holding one of these 
nickels in the July 1960 issue of the Appalachian Bulletin, a local club 
newsletter (reprinted in Numismatic News, July 15, 2003), although 
other publicity concerning it seems to have been sparse. In a scenario 
reminiscent of Guy de Maupassant’s “String of Pearls,” Walton had a 
fake made (by altering a 1910 nickel) for casual passing around and a 
real one which he kept as a personal treasure. This provided a display 
piece that in reality needed no insurance or other protection as it was 
of no value! 

On March 9, 1962, Walton was killed in a head-on car crash while on 
his way to a coin show. A large number of coins were recovered intact 
and without damage by local police from the wrecked vehicle, although 
his watch and ring were nowhere to be found. The rarity-studded 
Walton estate collection was auctioned the next year by Stack’s, but the 

1913 nickel was not included as it was believed to be a fake, adjudged as 
such by a team of experts (the identities of whom were not disclosed) 
at the American Numismatic Society, New York City, and perhaps also 
based on knowledge that Walton had been displaying a false coin for 
a long time. (Paul Montgomery, et al., Million Dollar Nickels, pp. 208, 
210). It was speculated that the real 1913 coin once owned by Walton 
had been sold by him to a private client, identity unknown, or, alter-
natively, that Walton never owned an original. Theories were plentiful, 
and facts were scarce.

In 2003 Bowers and Merena Galleries, offered $1 million sight-
unseen to buy the authentic Walton coin if it could be found, with 
company president Paul Montgomery arranging the publicity through 
Donn Pearlman, the story being told in the Million Dollar Nickels book. 
The owner of the Walton coin, which had passed to Walton’s sister, 
Melva W. Givens, then to others after she died in 1992, took note of 
the excitement and brought the coin to Montgomery, assuming it was 
Walton’s fake (altered from 1910) nickel, but noting that it looked a 
lot like pictures of a real one! In due course the Walton specimen was 
re-examined by a group of experienced dealers (Montgomery, John 
Dannreuther, David Hall, Mark Borckardt, Fred Weinberg, and Jeff 
Garrett), who pronounced it to be genuine. Voila! By that time, Bowers 
and Merena had moved to Mandeville, Louisiana. However the newly 
re-identified Walton coin was not for sale. It was exhibited along with 
the other four specimens at the 2003 ANA Convention in Baltimore, 
where the whole suite of coins, not together in one place since Eric P. 
Newman had them in 1941-1942, attracted a great deal of attention. 
Beth Deisher, editor of Coin World, took the story and ran with it—and 
landed an award from the Numismatic Literary Guild. The designation 
“Walton specimen” seems more appropriate than “Reynolds specimen” 
today, and I use it here.

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown and/or Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) • 
Stephen K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1923-1924 to August 
Wagner (early 1920s-1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. E.H.R. Green 
(1924-1936) • Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman (1941-1942) • 
Burdette G. Johnson (1942) • James F. Kelly (1942) • Dr. Conway A. Bolt 
(1942-circa 1945) • Private owner named Reynolds, said by some to be the 
R.J. Reynolds family, although a spokesperson for that family was unaware 
of any such connection); this connection is tenuous, was mentioned many 
times in the 1950s and early 1960s, but is unproved. (circa 1945-1946) 
• George O. Walton (circa 1946-1962) • Melva W. Givens (1962-1992) 
• Givens estate heirs (1992-2013; auctioned by Heritage Auctions) • Jeff 
Garrett and Larry Lee (2013-2018) • Brothers Martin Burns and Ronald 
Firman, brokered through Philadelphia dealer Bob Paul of Bob Paul Rare 
Coins for a reported $3-4 million (2018-date). Million Dollar Nickels No. 4.
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No. 3.  
The Norweb Specimen

The third of the 1913 Liberty Head nickels is the Norweb Collec-
tion specimen donated to the Smithsonian Institution, where it is a 
showpiece.

At one time it was a highlight in the fantastic collection of rare coins 
formed by His Majesty, King Farouk of Egypt. His reign began in 1936 
and was notable for its incompetence, waste, and personal aggrandize-
ment. The Egyptian treasury paid for a long list of art objects, coins, 
stamps, paperweights, pornography, antiques, and other items with 
which he surrounded himself. Farouk was an avid buyer of numismatic 
rarities in the 1940s and at the time was the best customer of several 
American dealers. Many items and collections were sent to Egypt in 
the 1940s, as the King paid just about any price asked. Numismatic 
Gallery sold sections of several major collections including patterns 
from F.C.C. Boyd to Farouk. In other instances, special strikings of 
medals (1946 United Nations gold “pattern ducaton”) and contrived 
rarities (e.g., 1884-dated Hawaiian fantasy coins) were made up for 
him. Farouk had a policy, at least with Numismatic Gallery, to submit 
coins in a series of invoices not exceeding $9,999 in United States 
money, as for purchases of $10,000 or more he was required to file a 
record with the state treasury (Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg to the 
author, as part of extensive conversations about Farouk).

Along the way the monarch acquired many exceedingly important 
and high quality American rarities that anyone would be proud to own. 
In particular, he assembled one of the finest holdings of United States 
gold coins, replete with many rarities and gold strikings of patterns. 
Among these was a 1933 double eagle, said to have been the coin that 
was auctioned by Sotheby’s / Stack’s in 2002 for $7,590,020 and in 2003 
the subject of a 2004 book by David E. Tripp, Illegal Tender.

On July 26, 1952, Farouk was overthrown by a military junta under 
Gamal Abdul Nasser and went into exile (where he continued to spend 
lavishly, but not on collectibles). The military government took over 
his possessions, and in 1953 announced they would be auctioned. The 
sale took place in Cairo in early 1954 under the direction of Sotheby’s 
London office. The cataloging was hasty, perhaps due to the circum-
stances of consignment, and many rarities were grouped together in 
lots, often with meager descriptions. The sale listing drew a lot of at-
tention, as dealers and collectors figured that bargains were ripe for the 
plucking. A group of Americans decided to go, including Abe Kosoff, 
Sol Kaplan, Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb, Hans M.F. 
Schulman, John J. Pittman, James P. Randall, Robert Schermerhorn, 
Paul Wittlin, Gaston DiBello, and Maurice Storck, and members of 
some of their families. Schulman was there by necessity, not by choice, 
as the deposed king still owed him money. By arrangement with the 
new Egyptian rulers, Schulman was given a credit, which he collected 
by “selling” shares of his interest to buyers at the sale.

The 1913 Liberty Head nickel was included as part of a date collec-
tion of nickels, as Lot 1695, without any particular notice being made 
of it. Mrs. Norweb wanted to buy the 1913 and made this known to her 
fellow countrymen. The American contingent of bidders persuaded 
the auctioneer for Sotheby’s, Mr. Levy (called “Mr. Lee” by many at 
the sale), to extract it from the group and offer it separately, which was 
done, as Lot 1695A.

It fell to the partnership of Sol Kaplan and Abe Kosoff (the latter 
being co-owner with Abner Kreisberg in the Numismatic Gallery) to 
acquire the lot, with Kaplan as the bidder and buyer for 1,300 Egyptian 
pounds, equal to about $3,750, plus a 5% surcharge, or about $3,940. 
Sol Kaplan then transferred it to Abe Kosoff. The arrangement was or-
chestrated behind the scenes by Mrs. Norweb, who did not want to 
attract attention. Immediately afterward it was sold to Mrs. Norweb at 
cost, although in the process there was some disagreement, as Kaplan 
and Kosoff suggested that as they had bought it so cheaply, she should 
pay them more. In addition, Kaplan said that he had another commis-
sion, from an unnamed American dealer, and would have paid more, 
and that he had no choice but to raise the price on Mrs. Norweb, so as 
not to offend his other client. None of these comments played well with 
Mrs. Norweb, who in any event landed the coin, despite the clumsy 
effort to stick her with a higher price (Emery May Holden Norweb, rec-
ollection to the author).

On March 17, 1965, the still-exiled Farouk, weighing nearly 300 
pounds and recovering from a heart attack of a few months earlier, 
was at dinner in Rome with his latest lady acquaintance. After gorging 
himself with lobster thermidor, two orders of roast lamb and potatoes, 
a generous helping of oysters, servings of beans, and a large trifle 
dessert, he suffered another heart attack. A few hours later he died, 
ending a life of dissipation. His only child and heir, Prince Fouad, lived 
quietly in Switzerland.

In the 1970s the Norweb family, owner of the Farouk 1913 Liberty 
Head nickel, made several important gifts to numismatic institutions in-
cluding a 1787 Brasher doubloon and many other coins to the American 
Numismatic Society, New York. In 1977, to celebrate the year of their 
50th wedding anniversary in 1978, Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry 
Norweb decided to donate the 1913 Liberty Head nickel to the National 
Coin Collection at the Smithsonian Institution. The coin almost went 
to the American Numismatic Association, but Mrs. Norweb disliked 
certain “political” situations among elected officials of the ANA, and 
the Smithsonian was chosen instead. I was called upon to facilitate the 
transaction, the appraisal being set at $225,000, based upon the price ad-
vertised by Robert L. Hughes for his coin (no. 4) in the summer of 1977. 
The Smithsonian destination, which was announced in a press release of 
August 31, 1978, was probably all for the best, for the ANA later acquired 
another example (see No. 5 below). Today, the curators at the Smithson-
ian earn high marks from the numismatic community for their contri-
butions to numismatic scholarship and the welcome given to collectors.

Among the four nickels, other than the Eliasberg Proof, this was 
once considered to be the second or third finest known by some ob-
servers. However, while in Farouk’s possession it was dipped and lac-
quered. Today it probably ranks as third or fourth, far above the fifth. 

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown and/or Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) 
• Stephen K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1923-1924 to 
August Wagner (early 1920s-1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. 
E.H.R. Green (1924-1936) • Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman 
(1941-1942) • F.C.C. Boyd (1942-1944) • Numismatic Gallery (1944) • 
King Farouk (1944-1952) • Government of Egypt (1952-1954) • Strategic 
partnership of Abe Kosoff and Sol Kaplan (1954) • Emery May Holden 
Norweb (1954-1978) • Smithsonian Institution (1978-date). Million 
Dollar Nickels No. 1, there as the “Smithsonian Specimen.”
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advised Farouk that he was awarded the Olsen piece as well, Farouk 
asked that Mehl resell it for him. Hydeman purchased it.” 

The coin subsequently went to World-Wide Coin Investments, Ltd., 
as delineated earlier in my account. 

This particular nickel was called “dull, scratched Unc.” by Walter 
Breen in his 1988 Encyclopedia. In my opinion, and writing as a former 
owner, I do not consider it to be deserving of such a negative descrip-
tion. Indeed, it has been highly acclaimed by all who have owned it. I 
consider it to be a very nice coin in a lower Mint State classification. 
The coin has been graded as Proof-64 by PCGS. Again, different people 
can look at a coin and, in the case of 1913 Liberty Head nickels, come 
up with widely different opinions as to grades. This is either amusing 
or frustrating to observers, as in the example of a certain specimen of 
an 1804 dollar once graded EF-45 by a professional service, then later 
“graduated” 13 points by the same service to become AU-58!

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown and/or Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) • 
Stephen K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1923-1924 to August 
Wagner (early 1920s-1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. E.H.R. Green 
(1924-1936) • Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman (1941-1942) • 
Burdette G. Johnson (1942) • James F. Kelly (1942) • Fred E. Olsen (1942-
1944; collection auctioned by B. Max Mehl) • King Farouk, most of this 
time in the possession of Mehl, to whom it was sent on consignment, finally 
to be sold in 1947 by listing it in the Will W. Neil Collection catalog (1944-
1947) • Edwin Hydeman (1947-1972) • World-Wide Coin Investments 
(1972-1975) • Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, Inc. (1974-1975, jointly with 
World-Wide) • Possibly then to Continental Coin Co. (1975), with whom 
a transaction seems not to have been perfected. • World-Wide Coin Invest-
ments (1975-1977) • Robert L. Hughes Enterprises, a subsidiary of A-Mark 
(1977) • Superior Galleries (1977) • Dr. Jerry Buss (1977-1985; auctioned 
by Superior Galleries) • Reed Hawn (1985-1993; auctioned by Stack’s) • 
Bought by Dwight Manley for Spectrum Numismatics and a Nevada 
investor (1993-2002) • Laura Sperber, Legend Numismatics (2002-2004) 
• Donald W. Doyle, Jr., Blanchard & Co., Inc. (2004) • Midwest collec-
tion (2004-2010; auctioned by Heritage Auctions) • Greensboro Collection 
(2010-2014; auctioned by Heritage Auctions) • unknown owner (2014-
date). Million Dollar Nickels No. 2, there as the “Hawn Specimen.”

No. 4.  
The Olsen Specimen

This particular coin is probably the 
most publicized of all examples, apart 
from the Eliasberg coin, and has the 
cachet of being the only example ever 
handled by B. Max Mehl, for whom 
the 1913 nickel was central to his 
memorable advertising campaign. This 
specimen was owned by a succession of 
numismatists as delineated below.

In the Fred Olsen sale, 1944, it 
was sold to King Farouk of Egypt, 
who found it to be redundant after he 
acquired the Norweb coin (no. 3 above), 
which he considered to be of higher 

quality. Noblesse oblige and royal prerogatives aside, the monarch was 
requested to pay for the coin, after which Mehl would try to market 
it. For some reason, Farouk had it sent to the American Numismatic 
Society, New York City, where curator Henry Grunthal, who often did 
some coin business on the side, was empowered to sell it (a related 
account by Abe Kosoff appeared in Coin World, February 7, 1977).

Grunthal laid it off to his friend and sometimes associate, Edward 
Gans, proprietor of Numismatic Fine Arts, in the same city, who 
planned to include it in an auction on May 7, 1946, conducted with 
Grunthal. The event was delayed and did not take place until May 21. 
Although it was stated that the coin had sold, it did not, and it was sent 
back to Mehl in Texas. In 1947, Mehl tucked it into the catalog fea-
turing the Will W. Neil Collection. This time the stars were in proper 
alignment and the coin sold. The buyer was Edwin A. Hydeman, owner 
of Weist’s Department Store in York, Pennsylvania. A variation on this 
scenario was provided by Abe Kosoff in an October 25, 1972 remi-
niscence in Coin World: “Originally this coin was in the Fred Olsen 
collection via B.G. Johnson of St. Louis and James F. Kelly of Ohio. 
Farouk submitted a bid. Before the auction closed, Farouk purchased 
the F.C.C. Boyd specimen of the 1913 nickel from me. When Mehl 

No. 5.  
The McDermott Specimen

The fifth example, somewhat circu-
lated due to being mixed with pocket 
change, is the nickel owned by J.V. Mc-
Dermott. This and the Walton coin are 
the only two pieces flatly struck at the 
ear of corn to the left of the ribbon bow 
on the reverse, perhaps indicating they 
were struck at a different time from the 
other three pieces.

After McDermott died on September 
29, 1966, his widow Betts consigned it 
to Paramount International Coin Cor-
poration. Sold at auction in 1967, with 

James F. Kelly at the podium, the coin went to Aubrey E. Bebee. Later, 
Aubrey and his wife Adeline, having retired from their highly suc-
cessful rare coin business in Omaha, donated it to the ANA Money 

Museum in Colorado Springs, where it has been a prime drawing 
card ever since.

Due to its mishandling this is the least attractive of the five speci-
mens. In his 1988 Encyclopedia Walter Breen noted that while Kelly 
had called it “Uncirculated, partly rough,” this was flagrant overgrad-
ing, for “The coin I saw is EF, nicked, scratched, cleaned; exhibited at 
hundreds of conventions, reportedly used by McDermott for barroom 
betting.” My own view is that “nicked, scratched, and cleaned” is un-
necessarily derogatory, and that, simply, “Extremely Fine,” will do 
nicely. Again, coin grading can be amusing (or whatever).

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown and/or Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) 
• Stephen K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1923-1924 to 
August Wagner (early 1920s-1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. 
E.H.R. Green (1924-1936) • Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman 
(1941-1942) • Burdette G. Johnson (1942) • James F. Kelly (1942) • J.V. 
McDermott (1942-1966) • Elizabeth (“Betts”) McDermott (1966-1967) 
• Aubrey and Adeline Bebee (1967-1989) • American Numismatic Asso-
ciation Money Museum (1989-date). Million Dollar Nickels No. 5, there 
as the “ANA Specimen.”

Credits include these: Probably the first truly realistic and comprehensive view of this rarity was in 1971 when Courtney Coffing, Clyde Mervis, and 
others on the staff of the Amos Press (publisher of Coin World and, at that time, The Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine), delved into the subject in depth. An 
excellent article, “Liberty 1913 Nickel Offers Mystic Aura,” in the Scrapbook was the result. This study served as a foundation for what I later wrote in Adven-
tures With Rare Coins, with some new ideas added by Courtney Coffing, who kindly reviewed my manuscript. • Beth Deisher’s articles in Coin World have 
been useful as well. • The 2005 book, Million Dollar Nickels, furnished information, particularly for the Walton specimen. • My 2006 book by Whitman, A 
Guide Book of Shield and Liberty Head Nickels. • Eric P. Newman kindly furnished his files on the 1913 Liberty Head nickel.
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